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SL.NO.   LIST OF EXPERIMENTS 

1.    Introduction Of 3DS MAX 

2.    To create shapes. 

3.    To create a living room. 

4.    Three dimensional view Residential Building with flat roof. 

5.    Three dimensional view Residential Building with slop roof. 

6.    MS PROJECT 
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3DS MAX 

            3DS Max is a 3d animation rendering and modeling software package developed by 

Autodesk media and entrainment .it is widely used by architects, gamedevelopers. Design 

visualization and visual effect artist, with the help of software we can create realistic scene by 

modifying objects, Appling maps and materials to a scene, and assigning the environment to 

a scene, adding light and cameras and so on. Creating realistic output using 3ds max software 

involves six modules that you have to follow while ding a project. They are modeling, 

texturing, lighting , Animation, Rendering and compositing. 

Start open 3DS MAX 

3DS MAX SCREEN COMPONENTS 

3DS max screen consist of different components as shown in figure 

MENUBAR: 

Menu Bar is located just below the title bar and contains pull down menus .some of the pull 

down menus are standard pulldown menu such as edit, help and others are 3ds max pull down 

menu such as create, modifier , animation, graph editors, rendering, customize etc. 

APPLICATION MENU 

Application menu is used to manage the rules created in 3ds max to display application menu 

choose the "THE APPLICATION" button on the top left of the 3ds max screen as shown in 

figure. 

QUICK ACCESS TOOL BAR : 

It consist of the commonly used file management button as shown in figure. 

TOOL BARS : 

By defsult-only the main toolbar, displayed on autodesk 3D max screen. 

COMMAND PANNEL: 
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By default the command panel is on the right of the 3ds max screen. There are 6 type in the 

command panel, create modify hierarchy, motion display and utilities as shown in figure. 

 The cerate tab is used to create objects camera, lights and soon 

 Modify tab is used to modify the selected objects in the viewport by modifying the 

parameters, applying various modifier and editing the objects the objects such as 

editable mesh etc. 

 The hierarchy tab is used to control the links in the joints and invorts the Knumatics. 

 The motion tab is used control the animation controller. 

 The display tab is used to hide and unhide the objects in the view port. 

        • The utilities tab is used to access various utility programmes. 

 

 

VIEW PORT 

By default interface consist of 4 equally sized view port surrounded by tool and commands as 

shown in figure. These view ports are labeled as to front left and perspective among the 4 

view port one will be lightened in the yellow border and it is known as the active view 

port.Evently one view port can activated the time. 

TRACK BAR 

Track bar is lies between the time slider and the status bar .it is displays the time line along 

the frame number. 

STANDARD PRIMITIVES 

3D max has several basic 3-dimensional geometric shapes which are known as standard 

primitives such as box, cone, sphere, cylinder, torus, tube etc. 

IMPORTANT COMMANDS IN CAD 

Command is any predetermined query given to the computer, which will beremembered and 

executed by it. 

The usually used commands in CAD are listed below 

1 LINE To draw line with definite start and end point. 

2 OFFSET - To draw a parallel object specified distance to any previously 

drawn object 

3. TRIM - To cut & remove any drawn line at any required point 

4. EXTEND: - To lengthen any drawn line to specified point. 

5. ERASE: -To completely remove any selected item from the drawing. 

6. COPY- To get a similar object from a drawn object. 

7. ARRAY-To get a specified number of similar objects from a drawn object 
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in a rectangular or circular pattern 

8 FILLET To join two different lines with an arc of specified radius. 

9. CHAMFER: - To join two different lines with a third line at specified points 

10.RECTANGLE: - To draw a rectangle with specified length and width) 

11.CIRCLE: - To draw a circle with specified radius 

12. POLYGON - To draw a polygon of any given number of sides. 

13. ARC: - To draw an arc of given radius and angle of rotation. 

14. ELLIPSE: - To draw an ellipse of given major and minor axes 

15.ROTATE: - To rotate a draw figure to any desired angle with respect to a 

specified point. 

TO MOVIE - To Change the position of any figure with respect to specified point. 

17 DIMENSION: - To mark the dimension of the drawn figure. 

18. TEXT: To write the details of the drawing using text of any chosen style. 

19. DONUT - To draw a filled circle or pipe section of specified inner and outer diameter 

20. HATCH: - To hatch a specified are in drawing with a selection pattern so that, the area is 

highlighted. 

21.POLYLINE: - To draw a sequence of lines connected one after another. 

22. SCALE: - To change the size drawn figure with specified multiple or fraction 

23. MIRROR: To get the mirror image of a drawn figure with respect to a specified line of 

symmetry. 

24. LAYER: - To show different parts of a drawing in different sheets so that details can be 

seen more clearly 

25, AREA: - To get the area and perimeter of an enclosed area and by simply clicking the 

corners of the figure in succession up to the first clicked point 

3D MODELING 

                  Most of the popular and large CAD system has the ability to the model in 

3dimension. The spatial image of the object is drawn in a pictorial projection using X-Y-Z 

coordinate geometry of it's stored in memory. It can be recalled or drawn in 3D pictorial 

projection or in any orthographic projection Representing the image of the object in number 

of a 2D views. A wire frame representation is a 3d Line drawing of an object showing only 

the cdges without any side ,surface in between the image of the object wire frame, as the 

name indicates , as the appearance of the frame constructed by thin wire representing the 

edges, projected line and curves. 
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3D AUTO CAD COMMANDS 

       In Auto CAD, various solid modeling commands provide an easy method to generate 

three dimensional models. Apart from crating basic solid such as box, con, cylinder, torus, 

wedge, and sphere etc . You can additionally create solid from 2D object by extruding and 

revolving them more complex solids can be created by adding and subtracting volumes. 

BOX 

The box commands enable you to create a 3D cube or cuboids. 

Command: Specify first corner of cube or center and Specify other corner or (Cubic/Length): 

Specify height or [2 Point) 

CYLINDER 

Command: cylinder 

Specily center point for base of cylinder or(elliptical): <0,0, ando 

Specify center point for base of cylinder or(diameter): 

Specify height of cylinder or (center of other end) 

SPHERE 

This command enables you to create a 3D solid sphere with its central axisparallel to the Z 

axis of the current 

 

UCS 

Command: Specify center of shape and Specify radius or [Diameter) of sphere 

TORUS 

This command enable to create a 3D donut shaped solid. 

Command: Torus 

Specify centre of to torus and Specify radius of tours or (diameter) 

UCS 

            While working in autocad by default you are placed in world co ordinate system .UCS 

or user coordinate system is used as a tool for creating and cditing 3D drawing. It can also be 

described as customized or user defined co-ordinate system to create 3D object. using 

command you can change the orientation in which 2D section are drawing and the direction 

they in which the objects are extruded. 

UNION 

This command enable you to combine two or more solids. 

Command: union(uni) and select object 

SUBTRACT 
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This command enables you to subtract a solid from another solid object. 

Command: Subtract 

INTERSECT 

This command enables you to create a composite solid that contain volume to two or more 

overlapping solid objects. 

SOLID MODELING 

                     A surface model is made up to surfaces and it is more realistic model than a wire 

frame model for presentations. But since it is lucking the information about the mass, it is not 

a true presentation of the actual object in the real world A solid model on the other hand is 

fully fledged presentation., which consist of on opaque clothing of an you can also perform 

mass property analysis on it. It is mathematically equivalent representation of its physical 

counterpart. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exp no:1 

 

Date : 

TO CREATE SHAPES 
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Aim: To create a shapes with material using box,sphere,cylinder etc 

Command used : box,cylinder,sphere 

Procedure: 

1. To open 3DS Max. 

2. On the object type of roll out, click box.sphere.cylinder 

3. In any viewport, pick and drag to define a rectangular base ,then release to 

set length and width 

4. Move the mouse up or down to define the height. 

5. click to set the finished height and create the box. 

6.enter "M" and apply material. 

7.Render the view 

8. save the file. 

 

Result: The 3DS max file completed using the given procedure and print is 

taken and attached. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Exp no : II 
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Date: 

 

TO CREATE A LIVING ROOM 

 

AIM: To create a 3D View of Living Room using 3DS MAX. 

Software used : 3ds Max 

Procedure: 

1. To open 3DS Max set the work space unit etc. 

2. Select Application menu and import the Autocad file of Living room. 

3. Click Geometry and take Box tool or Chamfer ,enter the width length, height and 

segments. To draw the sofa sette and Teapoy in living room. 

4. Draw the walls for the living room by select Geometry and extent wall ,enter the height 

and 

thickness of wall. 

5. Set perspective view (click control "e") or take Camera and adjust the view. 

6.t hen Draw the plane light or sphere light above the roof or inside the room adjust 

Luminance. 

7.Render the view. 

8. save the file. 

Result: 

3d view of living Room is plotted. 
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Exp no : III 

Date: 

Three dimensional view of a simple building. 

 

AIM: 

To draw the three dimensional view of a simple building. 

Commands used: 

Rectangle, Boundary, poly line, Extrude, Subtract and hide. 

Procedure: 

To draw rectangle. 

1. Click on the rectangle command tool on the draw tool bar, or type 'rectangle /REC and 

press enter. 

2. Click at any desired point to represent the left bottom corner of the rectangle. 

To Draw Poly line: 

This is used to draw series of continues lines having specified width of start and end point. 

1. Click on 'poly line' command tool on the Draw Tool bar or type 'poly line' and press enter. 

2. Specify the start point by clicking or giving coordinates. 

3. Specify option from the list prompt and press 'Enter' 

4. Type required prompt on the command bar and press enter. 

5. Now following the instructions on the command bar until the required poly line is 

obtained. 

Set the boundary: 

Select the objects that define the boundary set. BOUNDARY includes only the objects that 

can be used to create a region or closed polyline when it constructs the new boundary set 

Extrude Command: 

This is to give height/thickness to a "Two Dimensional drawing to make it a three 

dimensional drawing 

1. Type 'extrude' (ext) and press enter. 
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2. Click on object to be extruded and press 'enter'. 

3. Type the height/thickness of extrusion and press enter. 

4. Type the angle of taper of extrusion and press 'enter' 

Click view on the menu bar, selected 3D views and lick any option of direction. SW (south 

west),SE(south east), NE(north east), NW(north west) and press enter, The result required 

'result' will be displayed showing the hidden line also. 

5. Type 'HI' and press 'enter 

Subtract command: 

This is remove a selected portion from a three dimensional drawing 

1. Type 'subtract' (su) and press 'enter'. 

2. Click on the object from which removal is required and press 'enter' 

3. Click on the object which is to be removed from the previously selected object and press 

'enter'. (The required result will be displayed) 

Import the Autocad file into 3DS MAX 

1. Select the object. 

2. Enter "M" for material applying and select proper materials. 

3. Assign the material on object and by modifying the scale of material , using Map scalar. 

4. Select light and set the camera views. 

5. Render the image. 

To save the drawing: 

1. Click on 'Office Button' on the menu bar 

2. Click 'save as a dialogue box appears) 

3. Type the name and select a folder to which the file is to be saved and click save.(the file is 

saved in the shown folder). 

Result: 

The drawing is completed using the given procedure and drawing print is taken and attached 
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Exp no : IV 

Date: 

Three dimensional view of a Residential building with slope roof 

 

AIM: 

To draw the three dimensional view of a Residential building with slope roof. 

Commands used: 

Rectangle, Boundary, poly line, Extrude, Subtract and hide. 

Procedure: 

To draw rectangle. 

1. Click on the rectangle command tool on the draw tool bar, or type 'rectangle /REC and 

press enter. 

2. Click at any desired point to represent the left bottom comer of the rectangle. 

To Draw Poly line: 

This is used to draw series of continuous lines having specified width of start and end point. 

1. Click on 'poly line' command tool on the Draw Tool bar or type 'poly line and press enter. 

2. Specify the start point by clicking or giving coordinates. 

3. Specify option from the list prompt and press Enter 

4. Type required prompt on the command bar and press enter. 
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5. Now following the instructions on the command bar until the required poly line is 

obtained. 

Set the boundary: 

Select the objects that define the boundary set. BOUNDARY includes only the objects that 

can be used to create a region or closed polyline when it constructs the new boundary set 

 Extrude Command: 

This is to give height/thickness to a 'Two Dimensional drawing to make it a three 

dimensional drawing. 

1.T iype 'extrude' (ext) and press enter. 

2. Click on object to be extruded and press 'enter'. 

3.Type the height/thickness of extrusion and press enter. 

4. Type the angle of tapper of extrusion and press 'enter 

Click view on the menu bar, selected 3D views and lick any option of direction. SW (south 

west),SE(south east),NE(north east),NW(north west) and press enter, The result required 

'result' will 

be displayed showing the hidden line also. 

5. Type 'HI' and press 'enter 

Subtract command: 

This is remove a selected portion from a three dimensional drawing 

1. Type 'subtract' (su) and press 'enter'. 

2. Click on the object from which removal is required and press 'enter 

3. Click on the object which is to be removed from the previously selected object and press 

'enter'. (The required result will be displayed) 

Import the Autocad file into 3DS MAX 

1. Select the object. 

2. Enter "M" for material applying and select proper materials. 

3. Assign the material on object and by modifying the scale of material, using Map scalar. 

4. Select light and set the camera views. 

5. Render the image. 

To save the drawing: 

1. Click on 'Office Button on the menu bar 

2. Click save as' (a dialogue box appears) 
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3. Type the name and select a folder to which the file is to be saved and click save.(the file is 

saved in the shown folder). 

Result: 

 

The drawing is completed using the given procedure and drawing print is taken and attached. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

MICROSOFT PROJECTS 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Microsoft project is the computer software used for planning project. Involving a number of 

jobs/tasks easily 

locations for different tasks can be done by knowing the quantities of labour and materials 

required for each job, 

The selected job can be as flow diagram keeping the different tasks in location. So that we 

will get an idea about the 

whole project by a glance to the diagram. 

 

Aim 
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Create a work sheet on the ms project window for a building work and find the critical path 

of the project. 

Definition of critical path: 

cal path is a series of continuous tasks of a project, In which the delaying of any one of the 

task of the path 

beyond its estimated duration will delay the completion time of the project  

Procedure 

1. The computer is started and the ms project working sheet window is opened. 

2. The project is defined by entering the information about the project which includes the 

start data, name, location ect.. of the project. 

3. The general working hours of the project are then selected as 'Standard' (day time). 

4. The working week days are than selected as Monday to Saturday. (6 days per week) 

5. The working hours on each day is selected from 8.00 am to 12.30 pm & 1.30 pm to 5.00pm 

(total eight hours per day) 

6. Hours per day, Days per week and days per month are then entered in the respective spaces 

on the window. 

7. List of tasks to be done, duration of task and start time of each task are typed in the 

respective cells.By clicking on the see project critical task of the 'Report drop down menu. 

The critical path is observed. 

 

Result: 

The critical path of given project is............................ 
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